


the return on the Jakarta Stock Exchange Com-
posite Index net of broader Southeast Asian
effects6 [referred to usingNRe( JCI)]. The pre-
ceding observations suggest that the coeffi-
cient on POL should be more negative if
the threat to Suharto’s health, as proxied by
NRe( JCI), is greater.7 This turns out to be the
case: the correlation betweenr andNRe( JCI)
is 0.98. This implies a specification where
observations from all events are pooled to-
gether, with an interaction term,NRe( JCI) p
POLi , added to allow the effect of political
dependence to vary across events, depending
on the event’s severity. Thus, I use the fol-
lowing full-sample specification:

(2) R~Pie! 5 a 1 r1 z POLi

1 r2 z NRe~JCI! 1 r3

z @NRe~JCI! z POLi # 1 « ie.

.
The results of this regression are listed in
Table 3.8

If the severity of a rumor affects politically
dependent firms more than less-dependent
firms, then the coefficient on the interaction
termNRe( JCI) z POLi should be positive. The
estimated coefficient,r3, is statistically signifi-
cant at 5 percent and is equal to 0.28. Thus, if
the overall market declined by 1 percent in
reaction to news about Suharto’s health, we
might expect a firm withPOL 5 x to drop 0.28
percent more than a firm withPOL 5 x 2 1.

6 To net out broader Southeast Asia effects, I ran the
following “market model” for daily returns during 1994:

Rt ~JCI! 5 a 1 O
m[ M

bm z Rt ~m! 1 « t

whereRt( JCI) is the return on the Jakarta Composite on
day t, Rt(m) is the return on market indexm, andM is the
set of ASEAN market indices (including Tokyo’s Nikkei
225, Hong Kong’s Hang Seng, Singapore’s Straits Times,
Bangkok’s SET, Taiwan’s Weighted, Philippines’ Compos-
ite, Kuala Lumpur’s Composite, and Seoul’s Composite).
This produced a set of coefficients reflecting the degree of
correlation between the JCI and other market indices. For
each episodee, thenet return for the JCI is then given by

NRe~JCI! 5 Re~JCI! 2 @â 1 O
m[ M

b̂m z Re~m!#.

7 It may seem somewhat circular to useNRe(JCI) as a
measure of the severity of the threat to Suharto’s health when
many of the firms in my sample are constituents of the JCI.
Note, however, thatNRe(JCI) is a difference, of which the
coefficient onPOL is a difference in differences. As Section
III, subsection B, illustrates, these two variables need not be
correlated.

8 Regressions were also run using log(ASSETS),
log(DEBT), and industry dummies as controls. These addi-
tions did not alter the size of significance of the interaction
term.

TABLE 3—EFFECT OFPOLITICAL CONNECTIONS ON

CHANGES IN SHARE PRICE

(1) (2)

POL 20.60** (0.11) 20.19 (0.15)
NR(JCI) 0.25 (0.14) 20.32 (0.28)
NR(JCI) z POL 0.28* (0.11)
Constant 0.88 (0.27) 0.06 (0.35)
R2 0.066 0.078
Number of observations 455 455

Note: Robust standard errors are in parentheses.
* Significantly different from 0 at the 5-percent level.

** Significantly different from 0 at the 1-percent level.

TABLE 2—EFFECT OFPOLITICAL CONNECTIONS ONCHANGES IN SHARE PRICE, SEPARATE ESTIMATION FOR EACH EVENT

Jan. 30–Feb. 1,
1995 April 27, 1995 April 29, 1996

July 4–9,
1996 July 26, 1996

April 1–3,
1997

POL 20.58* (0.34) 20.31 (0.18) 20.24* (0.15) 20.95*** (0.27) 20.57*** (0.22) 20.90** (0.35)
Constant 1.29 (0.79) 0.21 (0.32) 0.12 (0.46) 0.83 (0.64) 20.07 (0.41) 0.77 (0.97)
R2 0.037 0.043 0.025 0.147 0.078 0.075
Observations 70 70 78 79 79 79

Note: Robust standard errors are in parentheses.
* Significantly different from 0 at the 10-percent level.

** Significantly different from 0 at the 5-percent level.
*** Significantly different from 0 at the 1-percent level.
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(4) Yijt � �ij � �t � �1 � WINit � GOVj � �2 � WINit � εijt,

where the variables are as before and the additional subscript t
specifies the quarter. �ij are bank-lender (i.e., loan-level) fixed
effects; WINit is an indicator for whether the firm’s politician
holds office during quarter t or not. When we examine changes in
electoral success for the politician’s political party, we use a
similar indicator for whether the politician’s political party wins
or not, WIN-Partyit. The double-difference estimate B1, captures
any (additional) lending preference a politically connected firm
receives from a government relative to private bank, when its
politician or his political party wins. The bank-lender fixed effects
imply that this change is for the same loan (i.e., firm-bank pair)
over time.

IV. RESULTS—PREFERENTIAL TREATMENT FOR POLITICALLY

CONNECTED FIRMS

Table III shows the results of estimating (2) for both margins
of preference: loan access and price. The regressions nonpara-
metrically control for firm and loan characteristics by introducing
firm attribute, bank and loan type dummies.

Column (1) presents evidence for political preference in
terms of credit usage: loans to politically connected firms are 45

TABLE III
ARE POLITICALLY CONNECTED FIRMS GIVEN PREFERENTIAL TREATMENT?

Dependent variable

Log loan
size

Rate of
return

Default
rate

Recovery
rate Interest rate

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Politically connected 0.37 �6.08 6.22 �1.09 0.09
(0.08) (2.46) (1.98) (1.14) (0.05)

Controls YES YES YES YES YES
R2 0.26 0.28 0.29 0.24 0.43
No. of Obs. 112,685 89,223 112,685 24,562 89,223

Results are based on cross-sectionalized data. A unit of observation is a loan (bank-firm pair). There are
89,223 observations instead of 112,685 in columns (2) and (5) as interest rate data are not available for all
banks. There are 24,562 observations in column (4) because the data are conditional on a firm having
defaulted. Rate of Return � (1 � Default Rate) � (1 � Interest Rate) � Default Rate � Recovery Rate.
Standard errors reported in parentheses are clustered at bank level. Regressions in columns (2)–(5) are
weighted by loan size. Controls in column (1) include dummy for whether borrower is a foreign firm, 91 bank
dummies, 134 dummies for each of the city/town of firm. Columns (2)–(5) include column (1) controls plus 8
dummies for the number of creditors the firm has, 5 loan-type dummies and 3 group size dummies, 5 firm size
dummies. Firm-level control variables are described in the Appendix.
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politically connected firms have slightly lower defaults suggest-
ing either greater monitoring or better selection for politically
connected firms by private banks.

An interesting aside is that while the government banks do
treat politically connected firms more favorably, they also face
high default rates in general (column (1)). By focusing on political
connectedness, we are only capturing one source of “influence.”
There may be a variety of other avenues such as alternative forms
of status (bureaucracy, army, insider networks, familial ties, etc.)
and direct bribes that may also contribute to why government
banks face higher default rates. In this paper our focus is only on
political rents.

Do government banks face higher default rates because they

TABLE IV
ARE POLITICALLY CONNECTED FIRMS FAVORED BY GOVERNMENT BANKS ONLY?

DEFAULT RATE

Default rate (%)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Government
banks only

Private banks
only

All
banks

Firms
borrowing
from both

government
and private

banks

Politically connected 10.92 9.13 �0.02 �0.78 �0.78 —
(4.12) (1.92) (0.27) (0.26) (0.26)

Politically connected
� government
bank

9.91 1.4
(1.90) (1.04)

Constant 19.87 — 6.05 — — —
(2.60) (2.03)

Controls NO YES NO YES YESa Firm fixed
effectsb

R2 0.02 0.3 0.004 0.15 0.33 0.78
No. of Obs. 61,897 61,897 50,788 50,788 112,685 18,819

Results are based on cross-sectionalized data. Standard errors reported in parentheses are clustered at
the bank level. Politically connected � dummy for whether firm has a politician on its board; Government
bank � dummy for government banks. Controls include 5 loan-type dummies, 5 firm size dummies, dummy
for whether the borrower is a foreign firm, 8 dummies for the number of creditors the firm has, 3 group size
dummies, 134 dummies for each of the city/town of borrower, 21 dummies for the industry of the firm, and
91 bank dummies. Firm-level control variables are described in the Appendix.

a. Controls also include government bank dummy and all interactions with the government bank
dummy.

b. Regression includes a government bank dummy as well. Data are restricted to firms that borrow from
both government and private banks.
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banks, respectively. Finally, column (4) shows that a 10 percent
increase in the fraction of the times a politician’s party wins is
associated with 3 percent larger loans.20

VI.B. Political Participation

Table VI also examines whether there are any constraints to
these rents by asking whether a more active electorate is able to
monitor and check its politicians. We run a similar specification

20. We restrict the sample to firms that borrow from both government and
private banks in order to use firm fixed effects. We get very similar results when
we run these regressions (without firm fixed effects) on firms that only borrow
from government banks suggesting that our sample restriction is not a concern.

TABLE VI
TESTING FOR POLITICAL STRENGTH AND PARTICIPATION

Dependent variable

Log loan size

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Data restricted to firms that borrow from

both government and private banks

Government bank 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07
(0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03)

Politically connected � government
bank

0.25 0.26 0.25 0.23 0.67
(0.06) (0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.20)

Politically connected � government
bank � percentage votes

0.69
(0.47)

Politically connected � government
bank � win

0.63
(0.32)

Politically connected � government
bank � victory margin

0.53
(0.29)

Politically connected � government
bank � winparty

0.29
(0.13)

Politically connected � government
bank � electoral participation

�1.04
(0.53)

Firm fixed effect YES YES YES YES YES
R2 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81
No. of Obs. 10,880 10,880 10,880 10,880 10,880

Data are restricted to firms that borrow from both government and private banks. Robust standard
errors are reported in parentheses. A unit of observation is a firm-bank-type pair, as all loans of a firm given
by the same bank type are summed. There are thus 5,440 firm fixed effects and 10,880 total observations in
the regression. Politically Connected � dummy for whether firm has a politician on its board; Government
bank � dummy for government banks; Win/WinParty � politician/political party’s winning frequency (%);
Percentage Votes � percentage votes obtained by politician; Victory Margin � Difference in percentage votes
between the winner and runner up if politician won, 0 otherwise; Electoral Participation � Registered votes
cast (%).
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tician board member wins an election, the firm partly substitutes
borrowing from private banks toward government banks. Win-
ning politicians exercise their increased political strength to ob-
tain even greater preferential access to credit from government
banks.

Column (2) shows that if a politician’s political party wins,
the firm connected to him also benefits by getting greater access
to credit from government banks (13.2 percent). Since a politician
may both win and his party may also be in power, column (3)
introduces the two effects together and shows that they both have
independent effects. Column (4) interacts the politician winning
with his party winning as well, and shows that there is no
additional benefit of both winning and being in the winning party.

TABLE VII
TIME SERIES TEST OF POLITICAL STRENGTH

Dependent variable Log loan size

Data restricted to politically connected firms that experience
change in political status

(1) (2) (3) (4)

In power? �0.120 �0.106 �0.105
(0.027) (0.028) (0.027)

In power �

government bank
0.186 0.170 0.168

(0.032) (0.032) (0.033)
Party in power? �0.132 �0.120 �0.120

(0.028) (0.028) (0.028)
Party in power �

government bank
0.170 0.153 0.150

(0.033) (0.033) (0.036)
In power � party in

power �

government bank

0.008
(0.040)

Fixed effects Firm � bank-
type, quarter

Firm � bank-
type, quarter

Firm � bank-
type, quarter

Firm � bank-
type, quarter

R2 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.79
No. of Obs. 29,405 29,405 29,405 29,405

Data are restricted to those politically connected firms that actually experience a change in their “power”
status due to elections or their party experiences such a change. There are 2,330 such firms. The data are also
restricted to only those quarters when an elected government was actually in power; i.e., we exclude quarters
where the old government was disbanded but no new government elected as yet and quarters under military
rule. The included quarters are 1996 Quarter 2 and Quarter 3; 1997 Quarter 2 to 1999 Quarter 3. In any given
quarter the loans for a given firm from a given bank type (government or private) are summed up. Robust
standard errors reported in parentheses. In power � dummy for whether politician is in power (won relevant
election) during the given quarter; Party in power � dummy for whether politician’s political party forms the
government for the given quarter (winning parties were different in the two elections in our data period);
Government bank � dummy for government banks.
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significant for the nonsocial government banks. This is in stark
contrast to what the social lending explanation would predict.24

We perform another test of the social explanation based on
the observation that if politicians use their firms to generate
social returns one would expect that this effect is greater for firms
that are located in their own constituency. Columns (3) and (4)
separate politicians by whether they own a firm in the same
province (state) as their constituency or in a different one.25 The

24. We should note that the average default rate on the social government
banks is indeed higher (41.7 percent) than that on the nonsocial government
banks (23.1 percent). This is not surprising if such banks were lending to riskier
social projects. Thus, while some government banks may indeed lend for social
objectives, such motivations cannot explain the political preference effects.

25. Pakistan is divided into four main provinces. These provinces are differ-
ent in terms of their ethnic composition and political preferences. A politician’s
constituency is a strict subset of a province. Given the differences across prov-
inces, it is unlikely that a politician will be interested in increasing the welfare of
those in another province.

TABLE VIII
TESTING FOR A SOCIAL LENDING EXPLANATION

Dependent variable

Default
rate

Log loan
size

Default
rate

Log loan
size

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Politically connected � government
bank

10.47 0.36 11.68 0.32
(1.84) (0.05) (2.88) (0.08)

Politically connected � government
bank � social government bank

�9.4 �0.21
(2.73) (0.17)

Politically connected � government
bank � local firm

�2.54 �0.042
(2.09) (0.08)

Controls YES YES
Firm fixed effects YES YES
R2 0.33 0.56 0.33 0.81
No. of Obs. 112,685 11,549 112,685 10,880

Data are restricted to firms that borrow from both government and private banks in columns (2) and (4).
Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. Errors are clustered at the bank level in columns (2) and
(4). In column (2) a unit of observation is a firm-bank-type pair where bank-type is private, social government,
or nonsocial government. In column (4) a unit of observation is a firm-bank-type pair where bank-type is
private or government. All loans of a firm given by the same bank type are summed. Controls include 5
loan-type dummies, 5 firm size dummies, dummy for whether borrower is a foreign firm, 8 dummies for the
number of creditors the firm has, 3 group size dummies, 134 dummies for each of the city/town of firm, 21
dummies for the industry of the firm, and 91 bank dummies. Firm-level control variables are described in the
Appendix. Controls also include government dummy and all interactions with the government bank dummy.
Politically connected � dummy for whether firm has a politician on its board; Government bank � dummy
for lender type; Social government bank � dummy for whether government bank (lender) has explicit social
objectives; Local firm � dummy for whether firm is located in same province (state) as politician’s electoral
constituency.
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